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LAB-STEREONET F. Flerit April 24, 2007



Spherical Geometry 1. Identify a family of small circles and a family of great circles on the wulfnet. 2. Verify that two points determine a unique great circle and deduce an analog to the great circle in the Cartesian space. 3. Verify that there is a unique small circle through any 3 points and deduce an analog to the small circle in the Cartesian space ? 4. How are the points of intersection of two great circles related ? 5. Draw a spherical triangle , analogue to a cartesian triangle ? Can you find a triangle with angle sum not equal to 180 ? Can you find a triangle with angle sum equal to 180 ?



Planar projection of the Earth 6. Plot Los Angeles and Berlin (Berlin : B(53N, 13E) LA (34N, 118W) on the wulfnet. 7. Distance LA-Berlin in degree and in km (Radius of earth : 6 370 km)? 8. Which direction shall I take flying from Berlin to LA ?



Planes and Lines representation on the stereonet 9. Plot a plane p1 striking 072 degrees and dipping 24 degrees southeast and deduced its pole l1 (or the direction perpendicular to it). 10. Plot a line l2 trending 222 degrees to the East and plunging 37 degrees, and plot the plane p2 having this line as a pole. 11. Cross product of two unit vector (carried by respectively l1 and l2). 1



Relations Between Lines And Planes 12. Find the intersection of two planes (p1 and p2). 13. Find apparent dip of p1 plane (measured in a vertical plane striking 100E). 14. Find the angle between two lines l1 and l2. 15. Plot the plane containing the given lines l1 and l2. 16. Find Intersection of Two Planes defined by their poles (l1,l2). 17. Find the angle between Two Planes (p1, p2). 18. Find the angle between a Plane And a Line (l1, p2).
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